
 

Tens / Event Plan Boat LiveWorks Hackney Wick 

SIA Security will be provided by Twinings my regular security team for the last 4 years at all of my 

previous premises and events. Security will provide medical and welfare cover with the assistance of 

the myself as Management.  

The proposed events are expected to be mainly pre purchased tickets and will not exceed the safe 

premises capacity identified in the emergency plans of 300. The demographic of the attendees is 

expected to be our more usual local clientele aged 20-45 mad up from the wide demographic of 

people who live in Hackney Wick. The offer will be drinks and local DJ’s. 

There will be three security booked, one static on front door, two to float internally, one for each area, 

who can assist front door as required. Shown on the site plan below: 

 

Security Duties 

Security will carry our random searches on entry, record attendance with mechanical clickers, sweep 

the premises regularly checking: fire exits, customer noise levels in outdoor areas, toilets and 

customer welfare. 

Security will also take up appointed roles in an evacuation, & provide medical and welfare assistance. 

Security will ensure that doors and windows are kept shut after 22:00 and that during dispersal 

customers leaving the premises are asked do so quietly with respect for our neighbours. 

 



Welfare 

We will provide drinking water for free and have signage at the bars, there will be a first aid kit at each 

bar, security will carry out welfare checks on their patrols and we have in place ask for Angela signage 

with staff training to support this. 

Dispersal plan 

1. All patrons will be reminded to leave the area quietly and signage stating "please respect our 

neighbours and leave the area quietly" will be in place.  

2. Sia security will monitor the street and front door and will be on site until the site is clear. 

3. No open containers of alcohol will be permitted to be removed from the site. 

4. Security will prevent people staying on the street after any show has finished by asking them 

to move along politely. 

5. Visitors will be encouraged to wait inside if they have ordered a taxi until it arrives to reduce 

the impact on the street. 

6. Security will assist in the management of taxis on the street, reminding them not to use their 

horns and marshalling vehicle movement if required. 

Noise & Nuisance Management 

Throughout the two events I will use a acoustic level spectrometer to look for peaks in noise 

frequencies that may be causing nuisance around the perimeter of the site. I will also take comparative 

reads inside the boat and Lounge structures to see what frequencies are actually being created by 

sound reproducing systems. 

This will allow me to take action during the events to minimise the sound breakout and to will provide 

notes to allow for better design of acoustic sound reduction treatments moving forwards. 

I will happily provide a copy of this report to the Environmental Health Enforcement team should they 

so wish. 

 

 


